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SOME ASPECTS OF INTERNAL DIVISION INTO

PERIODS AND RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE CHRO-

NOLOGY OF THE MIDDLE NEOLITHIC COMMUNI-

TIES DEVELOPED AT THE LOWER DANUBE

1. Dude¿ti Culture

The most important criterion for the internal division into periods is the stratigraphy

established through archaeological research. In the present stage of research, without deny-
ing the existence of more evolution phases of the Dude¿ti culture, there are not sufficient
stratigraphical arguments proving the sequence of the three phases postulated by Eugen
Com¿a1. The typological criterion of comparing the pottery from various Dude¿ti settle-
ments in order to establish the evolution phases proves useless as the settlement of Cernica
has been researched only partially, and several surveys have been conducted at Malul Ro¿u
and Fundeni.

Stratigraphically one can find two Dude¿ti dwelling layers only in the eponymous
settlement2, at Radovanu3, and Dråghiceanu4.

Malul Ro¿u has been considered the oldest Dude¿ti community in Wallachia follow-
ing the analysis of just a few uncovered pottery fragments, that are the basis for postulating
the phase by the same name5. It was assigned to the Cleanov-Dude¿ti-Kadikioi-Dråghiceanu
chronological horizon (the first layer)6. The Fundeni phase is defined following the investi-
gation on 117 pottery fragments, being included in the Dude¿ti-Fundeni – Dråghiceanu II-
Verbicioara7.  The results of the surveys from Dude¿ti, Radovanu or Dråghiceanu,  settle-
ments where two Dude¿ti layers have been uncovered, are not convincing arguments for the
existence of the three phases postulated by E. Com¿a. The Dude¿ti settlement from Cernica8

is the only location where a human community defined by the archaeological material found
in more complexes was uncovered. The incipient stage of research on the Dude¿ti culture in
Wallachia for the time being does not allow us to conduct an internal division into periods,
or a correlation with the Dude¿ti finds in Oltenia. The only community that in Wallachia
could be identified by systematic researches is the Dude¿ti-Cernica one9. The phases of the
Dude¿ti culture and the entire evolution of this population especially in Wallachia bring
about confusions caused by the unclear dating (cultural synchronisms, chronology etc.), and
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defining of various characteristics of some stages or phases. Thus, future researches/finds
will have to specify both the phases and their internal evolution.

2.Bolintineanu Culture

The internal evolution of the Boian culture was divided by E. Com¿a into 4 phases
(Bolintineanu, Giule¿ti, Giule¿ti, Vidra and the transition phase)10.  Within the same divi-
sion into periods, the Bolintineanu communities were the beginning of the Boian culture,
therefore its first evolution phase, designated by D. Berciu as Boian I, or Proto-Boian.11.

This type of division into periods is based less on clear stratigraphical arguments and
more on typological and comparative considerations.

The stratigraphy was revealed through archaeological researches in the settlements
of Aldeni-Gurguiul Balaurului12, Gålå¡ui-Movila Berzei13, and Cernica14, where the
Bolintineanu layer overlaps the Giule¿ti one.

The typological and comparative method used by E. Com¿a was carried out on pottery
from chance finds, surveys, and less on material coming from systematic researches.

The stratigraphy of the Bolintineanu settlements researched up to the present day is
made up of a single dwelling layer. This finding corroborated to the different evolution stage
in certain Bolintineanu settlements allows us to state the hypothesis of some successive
population penetrations from Anatolia.

Evolution

The archaeological researches conducted in 1980-2000 in the settlements of Gålå¡ui-
Movila Berzei, Lunca-La grådini, Piscul Cråsani or Grådi¿tea Coslogeni revealed clear dif-
ferences, that cannot be explained but by a certain evolution of the Bolintineanu communi-
ties. Even E. Com¿a used to remark and postulate different evolution stages for the
Bolintineanu communities. The settlements of Bucure¿ti-Floreasca or Grådi¿tea Ulmilor
are considered to date from the beginning of the phase, unlike the settlement of Radovanu II
which is subsequent to the classical stage15, and classified as end Bolintineanu.  Also the
Cå¡elu stage16 belongs the last evolution stage.

1. The settlements that were probably formed following the penetration of the first
Bolintineanu communities were identified through the archaeological researches at Gålå¡ui-
Movila Berzei, Bucure¿ti-Floreasca, Ciocåne¿ti-Grådi¿tea Ulmilor. Following the study of
archaeological materials (pottery fragments with a lot of dust and Dude¿ti-Cernica type
decoration) uncovered in these locations, we propose as work hypothesis the founding of
the first Bolintineanu settlements, by the penetration of the population wave that entailed
also the last Dude¿ti-Cernica communities.

2. Most settlements resulted from the second  Bolintineanu population penetration.
Of this series of settlements with classical Bolintineanu material, significant are the re-
searches at Aldeni-Gurguiul Balaurului and Lunca-La grådini.

3. The evolution of the Bolintineanu communities ends with the horizon of settle-
ments at Piscul Cråsani, Copuzu-Delu¿, Coroteni, Grådi¿tea Coslogeni and Rdovanu II. In
this last stage, the Bolintineanu communities reach Ialomi¡a to the east (Piscul Cråsani,
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Copuzu-Suvi¡a Micå),  and to the north-east Siret (Coroteni).  The archaeological researches
at Gålå¡ui-Movila Berzei, Lunca-La grådini, Piscul Cråsani, as well as other Bolintineanu
settlements proved the existence of more evolution stages characterized also by their own
features, greatly influenced by the contacts with various cultures.

Interesting seem the stratigraphic observations pointing to the Dude¿ti-Cernica dwell-
ing layers as overlapped by  dwelling layers belonging to the Bolintineanu communities,
found in a final evolution stage, as proved by the finds in the settlements of Radovanu II17,
Ipote¿ti18, Coroteni19, and Cåscioarele20. At the same time we remark the author’s account
on the archaeological researches at Cernica21 or Grådi¿tea Ulmilor22 regarding the identical
perimeter of the early Bolintineanu settlements and Dude¿ti-Cernica (!). Even E. Com¿a
maintains in a study that the Dude¿ti-Cernica communities might be contemporary, in vari-
ous zones, with the beginnings of the Bolintineanu phase23.

For the whole period of the developed Neolithic at the Lower Danube we find a slow
and progressive colonisation, as J. Lichardus remarked.

Intercultural Relations

Relationships between the Bolintineanu and Boian-Giule¿ti Communities
The archaeological finds from the settlements of Piscul Cråsani, Coroteni, Vadu Sore¿ti,

Sudi¡i revealed linear pottery influences of the early Zeliezovce type, but above all the pres-
ence of the Greaca type Boian-Giule¿ti communities in the late Bolintineanu settlements on
Ialomi¡a, Buzåu or Siret.

As regards the chronological relations between the late Bolintineanu and Giule¿ti-
Greaca communities, the finds in the complexes at Piscul Cråsani, Coroteni and Cåscioarele
confirm the partial contemporaneity of these two communities. Benefiting from common
roots, these two communities coexisted in certain enclaves in the eastern zone of the
Bolintineanu area, an archaeological reality proved by the pottery finds in the settlements of
Coroteni25, Sudi¡i26, Vadu Sore¿ti27, and Piscul Cråsani28. We remark the discovery in all the
Bolintineanu settlements with Boian-Giule¿ti elements of the linear pottery culture with
musical note ends.

This Bolintineanu-Giule¿ti-Greaca-Zeliezovce cultural synchronism has important
consequences on the formation process of some communities on the brink of the developed
Neolithic in the Lower Danube area.

Linear Pottery Influences

Not by chance, the settlements on Ialomi¡a (Piscul Cråsani, Copuzu-Suvi¡a Micå) are
the only ones fitted with defence ditches, which must mark the eastern birder of the
Bolintineanu communities. The linear pottery influences have been identified also on the
pottery in the settlements of Coroteni (on Siret), Sudi¡i, Cernica, Aldeni-Gurguiul Balaurului,
Piscul Cråsani.

The archaeological researches and studies conducted lately have brought new argu-
ments in favour of the importance of the linear factor in the evolution of the Bolintineanu
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communities. Thus, the occurrence of fortification elements in the defence ditches of the
settlements in the eastern area (Piscul Cråsani and Copuzu), as well as the uncovering of
obsidian tools (Aldeni and Piscul Cråsani), characteristic of the linear pottery bearers, can
be assigned to the penetration of these tribes from northern Moldavia, but also south-eastern
Transylvania. The influence of the late linear pottery with musical note ends is more impor-
tant in the east of the spread area of the Bolintineanu communities, by the finds from Coroteni,
Aldeni-Gurguiul Balaurului and Piscul Cråsani. On certain pottery fragments, the corners of
the meanders or angles incised with grooves or even isosceles triangles with the tips down-
wards, stylisation of musical note ends.

Vladimir Dumitrescu noticed the synchronism of the Bolintineanu communities evo-
lution with a late stage of the linear culture with musical notes, but not with its end29.

The influences of the Vinca culture, phase B1 – B2 are found in the eastern zone of
the Bolintineanu spread area (Coroteni, Piscul Cråsani), where they coincide, not by chance,
with the occurrence of the linear pottery, but also on Mosti¿tea (Lunca-La grådini). Next to
the influences of the Dude¿ti-Cernica culture, we do not exclude a direct contact on the
Danube line between the Bolintineanu communities and the Vinca B2 ones. Paradoxically,
the Vinca ornaments in the Bolintineanu pottery occur more often in the eastern part of the
spread area. The Vinca elements (the pottery decoration under the form of dotted bands, the
small clay plate and the triangular mask of the Piscul Cråsani statuette, the vessel bottoms
with groups of incised signs from Lunca-La grådini, etc.) were probably “carried” to the
east of the Bolintineanu spread area by the late linear pottery tribes. The Bolintineanu pot-
tery fragments uncovered in the settlements of Vådastra I, hypothetically should be chrono-
logically paralleled with Vinca B1. On the basis of the archaeological researches in
Transylvania, Gh. Lazarovici synchronises the “notenkopf” phenomenon with Dude¿ti II
(Fundeni), Bolintineanu, Vådastra I and Vinca B2. The latest researches in the field of rela-
tive and absolute chronology determined F. Dra¿oveanu to draw a parallel between the
evolution of the Vinca C phase and the Bolintineanu, Vådastra I, Hamangia I phases taken
into account the existence of some “regional differences”30. Without denying the impor-
tance of the Vinca C communities in the Danubian developed Neolithic, we consider that
the archaeological finds in Wallachia, even corroborated with those in Transylvania for the
time being do not allow us to date the Bolintineanu communities but after the beginning of
the Vinca B1 phase31.

Vådastra Links

In the Bolintineanu area we found also Vådastra I influences, both in the western
zone (the Arge¿ and Vedea rivers) and as regards the oldest Bolintineanu settlement situated
on the west bank of Gålå¡ui Lake, close to the Danube. The Vådastra influences on the
Bolintineanu communities were identified also on the pottery in the settlement at Cernica.

The Bolintineanu finds in the Vådastra I environment (the settlements of Slatina,
Piatra Olt, Cru¿ovu, Vådastra-Mågura Fetelor, Mågura Ci¿melei) prove the existing links
between the two communities. These relationships continued to the end of the evolution of
the Bolintineanu communities. Then close contacts with the Vådastra population were found
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by the finds in the final Bolintineanu settlement at Radovanu II32.
The penetration from the south must have taken place through Oltenia and Wallachia.

These southern waves are marked also by the Bolintineanu settlements uncovered in Bul-
garia at Malak Preslave¡, Dobrici and Durankulak, or in the basin of Rusenski Lom.

Cultural Links and Syntheses with Hamangia-Golovi¡a.

Along the Lower Danube, the archaeological researches between Cålåra¿i and the Pon-
tic seaside revealed a cultural aspect made up of a mixture between the late Bolintineanu
communities and the Hamangia-Golovi¡a ones. The archaeological excavations conducted at
Grådi¿tea Coslogeni33 led to the identification of three Neolithic dwelling layers. Another
Bolintineanu-Hamangia synthesis settlement was researched by Bulgarian archaeologists to
the south of the Danube, in a lagoon close to the Black Sea at Durankulak (Blatnica phase)34.

An important component, not so much of the genesis, but especially of the evolution of
the Bolintineanu communities was the Hamangia culture. During the Golovi¡a phase, the
Hamangia population must have passed to the north of the Danube. There it founded a few
settlements along the Borcea arm The most representative of them is the settlement of Grådi¿tea
Coslogeni, an original synthesis between the Hamangia-Golovi¡a majority and the Bolintineanu
minority.  We remark also a certain part of the inventory of the graves in the cemetery of
Cernica with sure Hamangia influences 35. In Dobrudja the Bolintineanu pottery finds in the
Hamangia settlements at Hinova, Cernavodå, Baia Hamangia and Golovi¡a are known.

The importance of the Hamangia elements for the origin and evolution of the
Bolintineanu communities was proved also by the results of the anthropological analyses in
the Cernica cemetery, which shed light on the main southern component of the east-Medi-
terranean type.

Taking into account these reevaluations and considerations we think that the further
use of the concept of Bolintineanu phase, as the first stage of the Boian culture is not advis-
able. The present stage of the archaeological research of the Bolintineanu communities
allows us to put forward a new hypothesis that defines it as a linking culture, a natural
consequence of the characteristic of its formation, spread and evolution area.

The archaeological finds in southern Romania and north-eastern Bulgaria prove the
existence of culturally related communities that had close links. Thus, along the Danube,
Bulgarian archaeologists found a chronological synchronism between Bolintineanu, Dude¿ti-
Cernica and Vådastra I, considering that the settlements in north-eastern Bulgaria are older
than those in south-eastern Wallachia. This hypothesis is supported by the systematic re-
searches conducted at Hotnica36, but especially the archaeological excavations conducted
by V. Popov in the Rusenski Lom basin37.

Relationships with Anatolia

Considering the researches of later years conducted in western Anatolia , these obser-
vations on the communities in north-eastern Bulgaria dated to the developed Neolithic de-
serve the entire attention. Thus, at Illipinar (layer V), Toptepe (V), Yarimburgaz (“O”) the
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archaeological researches identified in the same layer Dude¿ti-Cernica, (?) Hamangia and
Bolintineanu, Karanovo III and Vinca B pottery38.

3.Boian-Giule¿ti Communities

The Boian culture was first divided into periods internally by D. Berciu in 1935, when,
on the basis of the archaeological excavations at Tangâru, who postulated the Boian I phase,
which he subdivided into three sub-phases: Ia, Ib and Ic39. After E. Com¿a has divided the
Boian-Giule¿ti evolution into two stages (Greaca and Aldeni)40, D. Berciu resumes the issue
of the division into periods, synchronising the Giule¿ti phase with the Boian II41.

The stratigraphy of the settlements researched by systematic archaeological excava-
tions and the spread area of the Giule¿ti communities prove more the successive population
penetrations than a proper evolution within the same Boian-Giule¿ti settlements. All the
Boian-Giule¿ti settlements from the first penetration stage (Greaca) in northern Danube
have a single layer. The only Boian-Giule¿ti settlements with more than one dwelling are
Ciulni¡a42 and Gålå¡ui Movila Berzei43, for Wallachia Isaccea Suhat44, for the eastern border
and Piatra-Sat Vadul Codrii45, for the western border of the spread area.

Evolution

The settlements from the beginning of the first penetration stage of the Boian-Giule¿ti
communities were researched at Greaca, Bude¿ti, Bogata I and II, Gålå¡ui Movila Berzei,
Rasa, Sili¿tea Conac, Baldove¿ti, Bråili¡a, Li¿coteanca Movila din Baltå, Cålåra¿i Mågureni,
Grådi¿tea Rose¡i, Ulmu La Caraman, Bora.

From the second evolution stage were researched by systematic excavations the settle-
ments of Alexandria, Aldeni, Giule¿ti Sârbi, Ciulni¡a, Gålå¡ui Movila Berzei, Li¿coteanca,
Isaccea Suhat. The end of this period is marked by the settlements of Gålå¡ui, Ciulni¡a,
Li¿coteanca or Isaccea.

The systematic researches in the last dwelling layer revealed a proper evolution of
these settlements, due to a profound change of the habitat type. The previous layer of half-
sunken dwellings and huts was replaced with surface dwellings, some of them with plat-
forms, as certain concerns with land planning have been remarked.

Following the archaeological researches in north-eastern Romanian Plain, the Gala¡i
and Bråila specialists noticed a continuation in the evolution of the Boian-Giule¿ti commu-
nities up to the chronological layer of the Boian-Vidra46.

Intercultural Relations

During this developed Neolithic period, the researches revealed a dynamics of the
links between various human communities. Thus, in the settlements from the first Boian-
Giule¿ti stage in the Romanian Plain uncovered at Chitila, Sudi¡i, Greaca, Baldovine¿ti,
Bråili¡a and Sili¿tea Conac influences of the Zeliezovce type linear pottery culture were
found. These finds are not confined to the territory of the Romanian Plain, as they were
found also at Vadu Sore¿ti, Coroteni-Cetå¡uia.

The southern elements of the Karanovo III – IV type were identified in the settlement
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of Sili¿tea Conac47, and other material with Dude¿ti type decoration in the Boian-Giule¿ti
settlements of Greaca, Rasa, Gålå¡ui Movila Berzei48.

The Hamangia Influences were detected in the settlements of Bogata49, Ciulni¡a
(Hamangia Iib)50 and Isaccea (Hamangia III)51. In Dobrudja the Boian-Giule¿ti imports in
the Hamangia settlements of Hâr¿ova, Cernavodå or Hinog52 are known.

Links with Precucuteni

The cultural links with this population were found in all the evolution stages, from the
active role of the Boian-Giule¿ti communities in the Precucuteni formation until the end of this
civilization53. In the Romanian Plain, the first Precucuteni II imports in a Giule¿ti settlement
were uncovered at Tangâru. At Gålå¡ui-Movila Berzei (III/2) they uncovered a few tens of
pottery fragments in the “shrine-dwelling” in the final Boian-Giule¿ti layer, decorated with
shields of the Precucuteni II type.  Links between the Boian-Giule¿ti and Precucuteni II com-
munities were proved in Bårågan, by the finds in the Boian-Giule¿ti of Ciulni¡a55.

On the Precucuteni I and II imports uncovered at Iclod I-II the evolution of the Boian
culture (including the Boian-Giule¿ti communities) was parallel to the Vinca C phase56.

A few pottery fragments in the Boian-Giule¿ti settlement of Coroteni-Cetå¡uia and
Giule¿ti-Sârbi are decorated with dotted bands of Vinca tradition.

4. Relative Chronology

The relative chronology of the developed Neolithic populations confirms J. Lichardus’
theory of slow propagation and progressive spreading of Anatolian elements towards south-
eastern Europe57.

The cultural synchronism between the Balkan Peninsula population and the Anatolia
ones were analysed and established by R. W. Ehrich58, K. Gallis59, and H. Parzinger60.  The
researches conducted by M. Ozdogan61, who knows well the west-Anatolian archaeological
realities gives to H. Parzinger’s chronology a solid archaeological foundation. Thus, the
linear pottery culture settlements, Dude¿ti, Vinca, Precucuteni, Bolintineanu, Hamangia or
Boian-Giule¿ti are ordered and included in the chronological horizons 4-5 a/b together with
the settlements of some culturally contemporary populations in Bulgaria (Karanovo,
Durankulak, Sboryanovo-Ginina Mogila, Usoe, Kalojanovec, Nova Zagora, Hotnica,
Samovodene, Brenica, Ezero), Greece (Sitagroi, Dikili Tash), Anatolia (Hoca Ce¿me, Can
Hasan, Kumtepe, Ilipinar, Yarimburgaz, Toptepe)62.

The chronological horizon 4 groups the sites of Hoca Ce¿me I, Yarimburgaz “O”,
Ilipinar V, Can Hasan (3?), with Sitagroi I and Karanovo III. To the same horizon belongs
also the linear pottery culture with the musical notes (Notenkopf) in the settlements of Perieni
II, Glåvåne¿tii Vechi B, Târpe¿ti I together with the Dude¿ti settlements of Cernica I, Dude¿ti
II, Dråghiceanu II and Radovanu II163.

The horizon 5a includes for north Danube the settlements of Fårca¿ele II A, Leu III,
Vådastra I, Padea, Cernica II, Radovanu II2, Aldeni 1a, chronologically included in the
Bulgarian sites of Usoe I, Ezero III, Nova Zagora I, Hotnica I, Samodovene I64.
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The horizon 5b orders the settlements of Tårtåria 2b, Pianul de Jos, Hotårani I, cru¿ovu
I, Vådastra II, Cernica III, Tangâru II, Aldeni Ib, Li¿coteanca I, together with Usoe II,
Kalojanovec I-III, Karanovo IV, Brenica I/II, Sitagroi II, Dikili Tsh I, Can Hasan I (?),
Toptepe II-IV65.

In the case of the Dude¿ti culture in Wallachia, H. Parzinger does not take into ac-
count the relative chronology of internal division into periods proposed by E. Com¿a, as the
same chronological horizon 4 includes settlements belonging to the Dude¿ti-Cernica phase
(Cernica I and Radovanu) and Dude¿ti-Fundeni (Dråghiceanu II and Dude¿ti-Fundeni
(Dråghiceanu II and Dude¿ti II)66.

The Bolintineanu settlements (Cernica II, Radovanu II2, Aldeni 1a) are synchronous
with Vådastra I and the linear pottery culture settlements are grouped by Parzinger into the
horizon 5a67.

The Boian-Giule¿ti settlements of Cernica III, Tangâru II, Aldeni Ib, Li¿coteanca I
were rendered parallel  to the Vådastra II settlements of Cru¿ovu I, Hotårani I, Vådastra II,
contemporary with Brenica I/II and Karanovo IV (the horizon 5b)58.

Absolute Chronology

The radiocarbon data have to be corroborated with the relative chronology data and
the archaeological finds. In the case of the developed Neolithic in Wallachia there is no
radiocarbon data.  This unpleasant situation compels us to try an inclusion of the Dude¿ti-
Cernica, Bolintineanu and Boian-Giule¿ti cultures in the European absolute chronology
using the radiocarbon data obtained for the settlements of the cultures synchronous with the
developed Neolithic communities at the Lower Danube. Thus, the chronological interval of
the emergence and evolution of these populations are marked by the linear pottery cultures
(Târpe¿ti I, Glåvåne¿tii Vechi B, Perieni II), Precucuteni I-II, Tisza (Hungary), Vinca B2, B/
C, C (Banat, Transylvania), Karanovo III, III-IV, Hotnica, Brenica (Bulgaria), Sitagroi III,
Dikili Tash I-Ii (Greece), Ilipinar VII-X, V, Yarimburgaz 4-5, 1-3, Hoca Ce¿me I, Toptepe
II-V (Anatolia).

At the same time, the radiocarbon data confirms the synchronism between the Dude¿ti
culture, phase II-III (Fårca¿u de Sus = 5200-4900 Cal. B.C.)69, and the linear pottery culture
(Târpe¿ti=5300-4950 cal. B.C.)70, proved also by the archaeological finds of pottery frag-
ments with decoration specific of the linear pottery culture (phase IV – Glåvåne¿tii Vechi)
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from the settlement of Dude¿ti (middle phase). The relations archaeologically proved be-
tween the Dude¿ti-Cernica communities and the Vinca B2 ones belong to the same chrono-
logical horizon, confirmed also by the C14 dating from Liubcova (5240-5000 Cal. Bc). The
radiocarbon data of the settlements of Dude¿ti-Vinca B (5500-5000 cal. BC) and Dude¿ti-
Vinca C (4940-4700 CAL BC) from Oltenia correspond to the Vinca C layers from Banat
(Hodoni=4890-4720 CAL. BC) or Yugoslavia (4980-4715 CAL BC)71.

In Bulgaria, the radiocarbon data interpreted by J. Boiadjiev assigns the evolution of
the Kalojanovec, Hotnica cultures as contemporary to the Karanovo III horizon, in the 5300-
4990 CAL BC interval72. In the settlement of northern Bulgaria at Kacica, the Hotnica cul-
ture layers are dated to 5210-5000 CAL BC 73, which corresponds to the Dude¿ti culture
dating, the final phases of north Danube.

In Greece, the developed Neolithic period in Romania corresponds to the Middle
Neolithic (5400-4900 CAL BC), according to J. P. Demoulle74, or the Late Neolithic I (5350-
4850 CAL BC), according to K. Gallis75, with the layers of Paradimini III, Sitagroi I-II,
Dikili Tash I, contemporary with Karanovo III-IV, Yarimburgaz 1-3.

Reservedly, given the lack of radiocarbon data for the Dude¿ti-Cernica, Bolintineanu,
Boian-Giule¿ti settlements, and their research stage, we propose a division into periods.
Thus, the penetration of the Dude¿ti-Cernica communities in Wallachia is synchronous with
the linear pottery in Moldavia (Glåvåne¿tii Vechi B, Târpe¿ti I), and with Vinca B2 (Liubcova,
Fårca¿u de Sus), probably dating from 5200-5000 CAL BC. In the context of the relative
and absolute chronology, the first penetration of the Bolintineanu communities must have
taken place about 5000 CAL BC, the last one, which included the first Boian-Giule¿ti com-
munities little before 4850 Cal. BC, when the Karanovo V-Marica horizon began76.
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